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Student develops mobile interactive online portal for classrooms

Mohammed Zafran/DTNN
zafran@dt.bh
Manama
n interactive portal created
by a college student to help
his tutors gain the attention of
his classmates became a huge
hit in his classroom.
Ebrahim Rajab, a student at
Bahrain Polytechnic, decided
to solve the problem of
technology being distraction
in his classroom by using
an innovative solution. To
aid his tutors and to help his
classmates pay attention in
class, he created an interactive
online portal.
Instead of trying to take
them away from mobile phones
and computers, the technology
itself was made the solution,
Rajab told DT News.
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Rajab
The portal is an interactive
tool which allows the tutor to
interact with students by asking
them questions, the answers
given by each students will be
viewed by tutor as well the
whole class. The online portal
can be accessed through both
mobile as well as computers by

The portal allows tutor to interact with students by asking them questions
visiting its web address. Rajab daily life, as its elements being their phone screen, ignoring
created the portal as part of his used continuously in our daily their surroundings, regardless
project.
activities. However, technology if it was in a bus station,
“Nowadays, technology has has its downside as well, as cinema or even in a classroom.
occupied a big chunk of our people are always attached to This project will provide a

solution for students to utilize
the technology, by engaging
them with the tutors through
their phones via an interactive
portal. The idea is to provide
a better learning experience
for the students through
displaying questions in phones,
prompting them to answer it,
then displaying the results on the
ActivBoard,” he said.
“The aim of this portal is
to eliminate the distracting
elements in the classroom. This
project will help to develop
the traditional education
process to a modern way that
keep students interested by
involving technology. It will
focus on controlling the use
of phones and tablets during
the class by shifting them from
being entertainment devices to
educational devices,” he added.

Energy minister receives
Russian ambassador

Energy Minister Dr. Abdulhussain Mirza with Dr. Ahmed Al Sharayan and Vagif Garaev
DT News Network
Manama
nergy Minister Dr.
Abdulhussain Mirza has
received the newly appointed
Russian Ambassador to
Bahrain Vagif Garaev here
yesterday.
The
minister
congratulated the envoy
on his appointment, and
wished him every success
in assuming his duties. He
praised the strong friendly
Bahrain-Russia ties, and the
existing mutual co-operation
between them.
The minister and the
ambassador highlighted the
outstanding co-operation
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The Minister and
the ambassador
highlighted the
outstanding
co-operation
between the two
sides, especially
in the energy
sector
between the two sides,
especially in the energy
sector and particularly in the
field of natural gas.
They also discussed the

positive outcomes of the
visit of His Majesty King
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa
to Russia and the follow-up
visit by Crown Prince, Deputy
Supreme Commander and First
Deputy Prime Minister, HRH
Prince Salman bin Hamad Al
Khalifa.
Ambassador
Garaev
thanked the minister for
the meeting, and expressed
his country’s readiness to
enhance cooperation between
the two countries in the fields
of energy.
National Oil and Gas
Authority Secretary-General
Dr. Ahmed Al Sharayan also
attended the meeting.
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